Murder at the plaza ritz
hotel
50 – 150+ Guests, Electronic Version
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#PlazaRitzMurder, #Midas Awards, #MyMysteryParty on social media – no spoilers, please – that
includes mention of the victim &/or murderer! Please don’t ruin it for other hosts.

DISCLAIMER: Because we have no control over the application and production of this game, Mymysteryparty.com cannot guarantee results and will not be responsible for
any personal injury, death and/or loss to participants. No use of this production other than the stated entertainment use is implied or intended. Such use is the sole
responsibility of the user. The subject matter contained here is fiction and is intended purely for entertainment. The names and actions carried out by the characters are not
intended to represent or imply the behavior of any person, living or dead. Any likenesses to real persons or events are purely coincidental.
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Synopsis
The prestigious Fordes Magazine is hosting the first annual Midas Awards banquet. The Midas Award will
identify and honor the most innovative CEO who exhibits impeccable leadership, establishes growth and
profits, and exceeds expectations in difficult and ever-changing markets. The top ten business leaders
have been nominated and are set to arrive on the red carpet at the famous Plaza Ritz Hotel. Excitement is
bursting in the air as the world awaits the announcement of the number one chief executive on the globe.
You have a vested interest in your leader winning this title. You have an exclusive ticket to the event
where you will support your CEO on this important night. You would do anything to ensure your company
wins. This is where your story begins.
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LIST OF NOMINEES

all can be played by either gender

You will assign one player to play the role of each CEO | Nominee with a team of
up to 15 players to play the role of the supporting friends, family, and colleagues of
the CEO.
This game is designed for a large group event, particularly held in a ballroom where
there will be a seated dinner. Each CEO will head a table of up to 15 additional
players as supporting members seated with them.

NOMINEE NAME AND
OCCUPATION

Liv Travis

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

Ash Daniels
CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

Rory Marks

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

Payton
Clark

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

BRIEF BIO
Liv Travis is the tenacious CEO of Cash Links,
Inc., a mortgage lending company headquartered
in New York City. Cash Links is the largest
retailer of home loans in the United States. Liv
graduated from Cornell University and paved the
way to the big desk after years of grinding it out
as a real estate agent.
Ash Daniels is the brilliant CEO of CATAGA – a
world famous biotech corporation based out of
Atlanta, Georgia. Ash’s calendar is booked solid
with no time for social events. A modern day
Scrooge, all work and no play is Ash’s motto, so
the world is surprised Ash sent in the RSVP for
this awards banquet.
Rory Marks is a legendary environmentalist in
addition to being the CEO of Evergreen Electric –
the energy company supplying power to most of
the eastern coast of the United States. Rory also
founded Free the People – a radical human rights
organization with over half a million members.
Payton is a passionate leader with first class
communication skills and a long track record of
successful management in electronic commerce
and cloud computing. Payton is the CEO of Titan,
the world’s largest online retailer and prominent
cloud services provider.

Suggested
attire
Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

*Note: this character should be the same gender as the
player playing Avery Pickett.
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Sage
Winters

Sage Winters is the boisterous CEO for Standard
Insurance. Sage has been caught in the tabloids
lately with public outbursts and legal battles.
However, Standard Insurance has over 100
million customers in over 50 countries – so Sage
is doing something right.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Skyler
Washington

Skyler Washington has worked hard to earn the
title of CEO of Itman Property Management in
Seattle Washington. Skyler is described as a
result-oriented leader with a strong track record.
However, Skyler has been involved in scandals
recently, and it is only a matter of time before
Skyler’s world crashes down. Skyler needs to win
the Midas Award for some positive attention.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Devyn
Hendrix

Devyn Hendrix is the brazen CEO of Yagle – an
American-based international tech company
specializing in online-related products and
services. Devyn has been out of the office
dealing with ‘personal issues’ lately, so the world
is surprised Devyn was nominated for the Midas
Award.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Casey Scott

Casey Scott is the hard-working CEO of Davey
Jones Homes – a residential homebuilding
company headquartered in California. Casey
founded the company as a solo project and now,
it has expanded across the United States and
has been named by Fortune 500 Magazine as
one of the best places to work.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Rowan
Smart

Rowan Smart is the CEO of Royal Retailers – a
membership-only warehouse club that provides a
wide selection of merchandise. Listed as the
second largest retailer in the U.S., Royal
Retailers is a well-oiled machine. It’s surprising
that Rowan has the time to stir so much trouble
up on social media.

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

Avery
Pickett

Avery Pickett is the does-what-it-takes CEO of
Star Media – a celebrity management firm based
in Hollywood, California. Behind the scenes,
Avery runs a ‘clean up’ operation to ensure the
clients of Star Media stay out of the tabloids –
and county jails – at all costs.

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

CEO, Nominee for the
Midas Award

Semi-formal /
formal party
attire.

*Note: this character should be the same gender as the
player playing Payton Clark.

The Your Mystery Party guest pre-game site is
YourMysteryParty.com/MidasAwards
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Get ready for an awesome night of fun with your purchase of the Murder at the Plaza Ritz Hotel game from
MyMysteryParty.com! This party is an intriguing mystery where the players act the roles of mysterious and bold
personalities while sleuthing the intriguing story line. This is an excellent choice for your next corporate event
for 50 to 150 people. *You can extend this with the expansion pack to over 200.
The story is set in the famous Plaza Ritz Hotel in ‘any’ city – we keep it vague so you can use your own
city, if you’d like. The premise is the first ever Midas Awards banquet for Fordes Magazine – the top business
magazine in the world. Ten CEOs from the largest corporations around the globe have been nominated and a
lot is at stake, as they yearn for the glamour and glory of winning the prestigious Midas Award which will honor
the year’s top leader.
This party is best to be hosted in a large ballroom where you can set up ten tables – one for each
nominee. You can, if needed, have more than one suspect per table, if you don’t have 10 tables. If you have
more than 10 tables, you’ll need to purchase the expansion pack for this game to add more nominees
(suspects). Or, you can simply have these additional guests as ‘additional guests’ of the event and they can
mingle about with the CEOs and play along with everybody else – they just won’t have a CEO leader at their
table.

HOST INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN
THE PURCHASED VERSION
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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ROUND ONE: Deliver these clues as your guests arrive. You can serve appetizers and cocktails.
ROUND TWO: Deliver these clues after serving dinner (optional) to your guests.
SOLUTION ROUND THREE: Deliver these clues with coffee/hot cocoa and dessert (again, it’s optional to serve

dessert)
Note: you do NOT have to serve dinner/dessert, this is only suggested and the instructions tell you ‘when’ to
serve it and what to do around the time you serve it. You can simply skip both without a problem and just serve
appetizers the entire time. However, please don’t have a party without offering some type of food—even if it’s
just appetizers.
For further questions, check out our FAQ web page at http://mymysteryparty.com/how-to-host-faq/
If your question is not listed in our FAQ, contact us at the email address below.
Questions: support@mymysteryparty.com

•
•
•
•
•

For more information on how to host, here are some helpful videos and articles for you to
view (click on the following links) but please note – since this is a unique large group game,
there will be differences from the rest of our game catalogue and parts of the how to host
video will not apply to this game (i.e. pre-game round, dealing with the victim, etc.).
How to Host a Murder Mystery Party Instructional Video
How to Plan a Murder Mystery Party Instructional Video
How to Host in Ten Easy Steps Article (in our FAQ)
How to Host a Phenomenal Event Article (in our FAQ)
My Mystery Party’s Murder Mystery Blog – more blog articles to assist you with hosting a murder
mystery – from the author

INVITING GUESTS: Before the party, encourage your guests to view the Your Mystery Party —
YourMysteryParty.com/MidasAwards website and use the free printable My Mystery Party invitations as
they have the nominee descriptions included. This way, before the party, they can get familiar with the
nominees (suspects), watch the game trailer, and more! There are also hidden/subtle hints about characters
throughout the page so those guests who choose to be ‘super sleuths’ can spend some time studying the
Your Mystery Party site prior to the party. It will benefit your guests to get the information from the
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HOST INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN
THE PURCHASED VERSION

HOST INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN
THE PURCHASED VERSION
HOST INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN
THE PURCHASED VERSION
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
HOST INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN
THE PURCHASED VERSION
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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APPETIZERS
Seared Scallops

SALAD
Cucumber Salad

ENTRÉE
Bourbon Glazed Smoked Pork Chops
Pan Roasted Salmon
Rice Pilaf with Vermicelli
Asparagus with Creamy Mustard Sauce

DESSERT
Pineapple Upside Down Cake

MENU RECIPES INCLUDED IN THE
PURCHASED VERSION
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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For 100 more party games and more party advice, recipes, themes, etiquette
and more, purchase the official party host handbook by Dr. Bonnie.

Now available at my mystery party’s prop emporium, barnes & noble and
amazon.com as well as other online book retailers.
Courtesy of: The Official Party Host Handbook.

BONUS GAME INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED IN
THE PURCHASED VERSION
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
Copyright © mymysteryparty.com
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Event time line

The game can be shortened by excluding the optional activities, not stopping for dinner. It can
be lengthened by adding more bonus games and doing all optional activities.

7:00 PM

Guests arrive, get a cocktail and appetizer and are seated at their tables.

7:15 PM

It will take at least 15 minutes to get this many people situated. The host will read the guest
instructions to the group when ready. It is best to have a microphone and a stage/podium.

7:30 PM

Each table will elect a guest to play the role of the nominee (if you, as the host, haven’t already
done so).

7:40 PM

The host will make the first announcement and then pass out the round one clue cards to each
nominee and the individual tables will discuss the information with their nominee, study their
nominee’s dossier, and view the nominee list with the brief bios. The supporting players will
discuss the clues with the other 9 other nominees and report the information back to their
table. (Nominees remain at the table unless directed by their clue cards to perform a task.)

7:55 PM

The host will make the announcement that the Midas Award will be announced shortly, so
everybody should take their seat for dinner. If you are hosting a buffet, the host will instruct the
guests to serve themselves at this time. This will conclude this round.

8:00 PM

Guests enjoy dinner. Stopping for dinner is optional.

8:15 PM

There is some flexibility here. You can start round two during dinner or wait until everybody is
finished. We will assume you start it 15 minutes into dinner. At this time, make the
announcement #2 that J.R. Fordes is dead, and pass out the investigation sheets, writing
utensils and the round two clue cards to each nominee. While the guests finish dinner, they can
discuss the murder, their nominee’s clues, etc. When they are finished, they can start
interrogating the other nominees.

8:30 PM

Each table will receive a forensic investigation report and an official ballot to guess whodunit.
The table must share the information they have gathered, discuss the case, and agree on one
guilty party and then notify the host when they have made their guess.

8:40 PM

The host will pick up the ballots as the tables submit their final guesses.

8:50 PM

An optional team-building bonus activity is played (the host can say there is some down-time
and due to the stress of the investigation, a party game will be played.

9:10 PM

The round is concluded and each table picks a representative to accuse who their table believes
did it, why and how. The accusations are optional and may be skipped.

9:25 PM

The round three solution cards are handed to each nominee and each nominee will present
their solution to the group in the order directed by the cards. If you are in a time crunch, you
can have only the murderer present their solution.

9:45 PM

An optional awards ceremony is played (the host will have to quickly choose the award winners
While the players are accusing and presenting solutions. Although, many awards can be
decided during the game.

10:00 PM

The round is concluded.
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NAMETAGS  the player nametags are below. We suggest that you either print and place into

plastic name badges (optional), laminate and punch a hole and use a lanyard to wear around the neck
(optional) – or the most economical and trouble-free way is to adhere fabric-safe adhesive (i.e. double-sided
Scotch tape) to the back once they are printed. *If you put them into name badges, you can purchase generic
nominee ribbons to affix to the back of the name badge such as from Marco Promotional Products.

LIV TRAVIS
CEO | NOMINEE

ASH DANIELS
CEO | NOMINEE

EACH NOMINEE WILL HAVE A NAME TAG.
SUPPORTING TEAM PLAYERS WILL NOT
HAVE NAME TAGS – THEY ARE NOT
NECESSARY
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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Cut out the clue cards and slip into envelopes and label with the character and round.

•
•

CLUES TO REVEAL DURING THIS ROUND
J.R. Fordes is your cousin. You both lost your grandfather recently due to natural causes. The reading of
the will is next Tuesday, but you already know you both have an even split of his estate…which is worth
over 10 million dollars.
You think it is inappropriate that J.R. Fordes put that letter of rejection in your dossier. It’s true that you
spent most of your interview time smearing Casey Scott – but you heard Casey was a top candidate, you
were young, and you really wanted the VP of Content position. It was such a long time ago (in 1992), so
what does this have to do with you being nominated for the Midas award?
PERSONAL CLUES TO CONCEAL

At any time during this round, ****This gives a task for the CEO | Nominee to perform – it’s
removed to prevent spoilers.

You earn a nice salary as the CEO of XXremovedXX, Inc. However, you have a gambling problem and are
in serious debt with some Las Vegas bookies who have mob connections. You need some cash, fast, or
you might get your knees broken by henchmen…or worse. You owe over 10 million dollars.
While you were in Dallas on a business trip about 6 weeks ago, you sat next to two people at a restaurant
and overheard a conversation that Nestles Water (one of the biggest suppliers of bottled water in the U.S.)
was about to be forced to shut down two of their main plants because of a coliform contamination
(coliforms are bacteria present in feces). You immediately shorted the stock and made 3 million dollars.
EACH
WILL
HAVE
A received
CLUEmany
CARD
Someone is blackmailing
youNOMINEE
because of insider
trading.
You have
blackmail notes – just
like the one that is in
your
dossier.
The
blackmailer
must
be
here
because
they
slipped
FOR ROUND ONE. THESE ARE DELIVERED it into your dossier.
You have no clue why J.R.
put private
email correspondence
into your
dossier. What is J.R.’s
TOFordes
EACH
OF THE
TEN TABLES
AND
motive – to humiliate you? You’d never pay the blackmail now that everybody knows you were being
SHARED
WITH
THE
INDIVIDUAL
GROUPS
blackmailed for insider
trading – so
it must not
be J.R.
who is blackmailing
you.

DURING EACH ROUND.

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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Cut out the clue cards, slip into envelopes and label with the character and round. 

DO NOT READ BELOW IF YOU DON’T WANT TO
KNOW WHO THE VICTIM IS IN THE STORY. IN
THIS GAME, IT IS NOT ONE OF THE INVITED
GUESTS, HOWEVER.
NAME REMOVED TO PREVENT SPOILERS - ROUND TWO

‘Character B’ discovered the body on the floor in the foyer of the Black Shadow Ballroom with a
chef’s knife in his back. Gather clues and evidence from the suspects and submit your best guess of
‘Who Stabbed J.R.’
CLUES TO REVEAL DURING THIS ROUND
• Say that Rory Marks’ employee was the bully and the reason why your employee was arrested is because
he was fighting in self-defense. When he outbid Rory’s employee, Rory’s employee punched him in the
face and it turned into a big brawl. You blame Rory for giving his/her employee the direction to be as
aggressive as possible to win the auction. It was vicious. Rory is barbaric, so s/he is probably guilty of
murdering J.R.
• You suppose now that J.R. is dead, the land in Boston will be auctioned once again – and you’ll send your
employee to win it. However, this time, it will be with bodyguards.
• You left the ballroom about 3 minutes before the time the body was discovered. You didn’t return to the
ballroom until well after the body was discovered. You were speaking to the concierge about dinner
reservations for tomorrow night in the hotel’s lobby.
• When Payton Clark returned to the ballroom, less than 2 minutes or so later, the victim exited.
• You remember seeing Skyler Washington walking around attempting to conceal a knife. You believe Skyler
left the ballroom withEACH
the knife. OF THE TEN NOMINEES WILL HAVE
PERSONAL CLUES
CONCEAL
ATO
CLUE
CARD FOR ROUND TWO. THESE
You did have a strong motive
to
kill
J.R.
ARE DELIVERED
TO EACH OF THE TEN
You may have touched the weapon, as it appears to be the knife that was accessible earlier at this party.

TABLES AND SHARED WITH THE
INDIVIDUAL GROUPS DURING EACH
ROUND.

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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EACH TABLE WILL HAVE A COPY OF THE
FORENSIC ANALYSIS
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM

The next page is the mystery investigation sheet. Make as many copies as
guests you will have at your event by selecting the page number and amount
of copies in the print dialog box.
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MYSTERY INVESTIGATION SHEET
SUSPECT

INVESTIGATOR NAME ___________________
EVIDENCE

LIV TRAVIS
ASH DANIELS
RORY MARKS
PAYTON CLARK

MAKE A COPY OF THE INVESTIGATION
SAGE WINTERS
SHEET FOR EACH GUEST AT YOUR PARTY.
EVERYBODY WILL INVESTIGATE THE
SKYLER WASHINGTON
CRIME IN ROUND TWO.
DEVYN HENDRIX
CASEY SCOTT
ROWAN SMART
AVERY PICKETT

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
Use the following hotel floor plan
(first floor) to determine where everybody was during the time of the murder
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VOTING BALLOTS: hand one to each table at the conclusion of round two
immediately after presenting the forensic report. The tables will submit one guess (per
CEO’s team).

EACH TABLE WILL HAVE A COPY OF THE
VOTING BALLOT TO SUBMIT THEIR BEST
GUESS OF WHODUNIT.

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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Cut out the clue cards and slip into envelopes and label with the character and round.

NAME REMOVED TO PREVENT SPOILER –
FINAL SOLUTION ROUND THREE – READ FIRST
When it is your turn, say the following to the group:

It is true I stood to gain millions from the victim’s death, for he was my cousin and our
grandfather recently passed, leaving over 20 million from his estate. It is also true I
have an enormous gambling debt and receiving my grandfather’s entire estate will fix
my situation…and then some. However, I didn’t commit murder tonight, but thank you
to whoever did!
And I have one more thing to say. Character G, I know you were blackmailing me. The
cat’s out of the bag and you’re not receiving anything from me. I suppose I will be
investigated for insider trading, but I’ll have plenty of cash for a legal defense team.
CHARACTER D IS NEXT TO READ HIS/HER
SOLUTION TO THE GROUP

EACH NOMINEE WILL HAVE A SOLUTION
CARD IN ROUND THREE.
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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EACH NOMINEE WILL HAVE A DOSSIER
COVER SHEET AND ASSORTED ITEMS IN
THEIR DOSSIER. DOSSIERS ARE PUT ON
EACH OF THE NOMINEE’S TABLES
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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EACH NOMINEE WILL HAVE AN AWARD
NOMINEE LIST ON THEIR TABLE.
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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Do not read if
you want to
keep the
mystery a
surprise!

Do not read if
you want to
keep the
mystery a
surprise!

THERE IS AN ANSWER KEY IN THE
PURCHASED GAME.
FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
SUPPORT@MYMYSTERYPARTY.COM
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This page does not need to be printed with the kit – it is additional information.

For more information about
your game:

• Head over to the Your Mystery Party guest invite site at http://yourmysteryparty.com/midasawards*if
you are playing with an expansion pack, you will go to the page that includes your expansion pack
players.
• Pinterest page: https://www.pinterest.com/mymysteryparty/murder-at-the-plaza-hotel/
• Social media posts: #Midas Awards, #PlazaRitzMurder #MyMysteryParty – no spoilers, please! This
includes no mention of who the victim &/or murderer are. You don’t want to spoil the fun for other
guests!
• YouTube Game Trailer is located on the game page and Your Mystery Party page.

Love the game? try out the young adult murder Fiona frost mystery series by the
author – dr. bon blossman! All books available at online retailers, However, if you
purchase from our website, Use coupon code FF15BB for a 15% discount on copies!
SPECIAL: A LIMITED TIME QUADRILOGY SET OF VOLUME’S 1-4 WILL BE OFFERED THIS
SEASON – GREAT GIFT FOR THE TEEN / YOUNG ADULT ON YOUR LIST!

http://mymysteryparty.com/fiona-frost-murder-mystery-series/
We hope you have a fabulous time at your party. If you have a fun time, please share your
success story and pics on our Facebook Page (My Mystery Party) and we will be glad to show
you our appreciation with a loyalty coupon code for your next party!
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